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MINUTES 
 

 
Meeting: Melksham Area Board 

Place: On-Line Meeting 

Date:  23 June 2021 

Start Time: 7.00 pm 

Finish Time: 9.15 pm 

 

 

Please direct any enquiries on these minutes to: 

Kevin Fielding (Democratic Services Officer), (Tel): 01249 706612 or (e-mail) 
kevin.fielding@wiltshire.gov.uk 

Papers available on the Council’s website at www.wiltshire.gov.uk 

 

 
In Attendance: 
 
Wiltshire Councillors 
 
Cllr Phil Alford (Chairman), Cllr Nick Holder, Cllr Jon Hubbard, Cllr Jack Oatley, 
Cllr Mike Sankey, Cllr Jonathon Seed and Cllr Ian Blair-Pilling 
 
Wiltshire Council Officers 
 
Steve Wilson - Major Projects Highways Engineer 
Louise Cary - Head of Community Development 
Rory Bowen - Head of Service, Economic Regeneration  
Natasha Gumbrell - Business Manager, Community Campus & Hubs Build 
Peter Dunford – Community Engagement Manager 
Kevin Fielding – Democratic Services Officer 
 
Total in attendance: 55 
 

http://www.wiltshire.gov.uk/
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Minute 
No.. 

Summary of Issues Discussed and Decision 

4   Chairman's Welcome, Introduction and Announcements 

 The Chairman welcomed everybody to the Melksham Area Board meeting. 
 
The Melksham Area Board members were introduced. 
 
The following Chairman’s Announcements contained in the agenda pack were 
noted: 
 

 Melksham Neighbourhood Plan Referendum on 1July  
 

 Cleveland Bridge, Bath, closure for repairs from 28 June 
 

 Vice-Chairman of Area Board – Cllr Nick Holder was elected Vice-
Chairman of the Melksham Area Board 

 

5   Apologies for Absence 

 There were no apologies for absence. 
 

6   Minutes 

 Decision 
 

 That the minutes of the meeting held on Tuesday 18 May 2021 were 
confirmed as the correct record 
 

7   Declarations of Interest 

 There were no declarations of interest. 
 

8   Proposed A350 Melksham Bypass: launch of public consultation into shortlisted 
route options 

 Steve Wilson - Major Projects Highways Engineer, Wiltshire Council outlined the 
second public consultation of the A350 Melksham Bypass. 
 
That the consultation provided the opportunity to gather additional information 
on the scheme and its potential effects and help identify mitigation measures 
where required.  
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The views of organisations with specialist knowledge of the area would be 
particularly important in helping to refine the proposals. 
 

It should be noted that the consultation was not a public ‘vote’ for or against the 
scheme. A wide range of factors had to be taken into account in determining the 
emerging bypass option. 
 

There would be other formal consultation stages in the future, including at the 
planning application and in connection with the statutory orders, but it was 
considered that ongoing consultation was a vital aspect in developing major 
projects of this type. 

 

Your views would help Wiltshire Council develop the scheme, and would be 
taken into account.  
 
 
Note: A comprehensive power point presentation was attached to these 
minutes. 
 
Points made included: 
 
Primary transport objectives 
 

 Reduced journey times and improved reliability north - south along A350 
 

• Reduced journey times and improved reliability east – west through 
Melksham 

 
• Provide enhanced opportunities for walking & cycling 

 
• Safety – reduce personal injury rates and severity 

 
• Reduce the severance effect of the existing A350 route 

 
 
About the second consultation 
 

The scheme is now progressing towards the submission of the Outline Business 
Case (OBC). 

 

The aims of this non-statutory consultation were to: 

 
• Engage with stakeholders affected by or interested in the scheme 

 
• Engage with potentially affected landowners 

 
• Encourage involvement from stakeholders and build strong open 
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relationships 
 

• Raise awareness of the scheme and understanding for the need to 
improve the A350 

 
• Inform about the single emerging option identified 

 
• Understand stakeholder concerns, issues and suggestions 

 
• Receive feedback on the single emerging option to allow us to develop 

the scheme further  
 

• Prepare for the statutory consultation phases 
 
 
Emerging Bypass option 
 

• Approximately 9km long 

 

• Single carriageway (9.3m) with scope to widen 

 

• Generally designed for national speed limit 

 

• Roundabout at A350 tie in north of Halfway Farm and south of Lacock 

village 

 

• Long, low level viaduct needed across River Avon and flood zone 

 

• Bridge at Wilts & Berks canal route 

 

• Woodrow Road – no junction. Woodrow Road diverted at Hack Farm 

 

• Bridges at Forest Brook 

 

• Roundabout with A3102 Sandridge Common east of Manor Farm 

 

• Alignment developed to avoid suspected buried historical settlement with 

archaeological interest 

 

• Bridges for Clackers Brook 

 

• Roundabout with A365 west of Vernon Farm 

 

• Route passes approximately mid way between Bowerhill and Kennet & 

Avon canal 
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• Roundabout at A350 between Littleton & Hampton Park roundabouts, to 

the north of the Kennet & Avon aqueduct 

 
 

Environmental matters 

 

• Initial environmental and ecological surveys done – more investigations 

needed 

 

• Some impacts unavoidable – always looking to mitigate and enhance 

 

• Screening vegetation and hedgerows 

 

• Attenuation ponds – opportunity for habitat creation 

 

• Flood zone impacts 

 

• Low-carbon alternative materials & construction 

 

• Local sourcing of materials 

 

• Minimise excavation and maximise re-use of material 

 

• Noise and air quality considerations 

 

• Access to countryside 
 
Views were requested by 8

 

August 2021 
 

Information on the emerging option will be available from 24
th

 June 2021 at: 
 
https://www.wiltshire.gov.uk/highways-a350-melksham-bypass 
 
Website will include: 
 
Information pack covering areas such as: 
 

 A350 route & need for the scheme 
 

 Transport objectives and other local outcomes 
 

 The scheme preparation process 
 

 Outcomes from previous consultation 
 

https://www.wiltshire.gov.uk/highways-a350-melksham-bypass
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 Assessment work and option sifting process 
 

 Reasons as to why options have not progressed 
 

 The emerging route with notional cross section information 
 

 Traffic flow and journey time information 
 

 Provision for pedestrians, cyclists and horse-riders 
 

 Environmental considerations 
 
 
Questions raised included: 
 

 How can Highways justify going for the longest route? – the scheme has 
to go through both planning and public enquiry.  
 

 Many concerns re environmental issues, with many species of bat having 
habitats on the preferred route – full environmental investigations would 
be carried out 

 

 Would the agreed route be safeguarded even if fund becomes 
unavailable for it in the future? – this would come under planning matters, 
but certainly a question that would be good to feed into the local plan 
review 

 

 Did the sifting process start 9 months ago? - yes, approximately 9 months 
ago for the current work  

 

 The Strategic outline business case doesn’t define the solution – Wiltshire 
Council has had to have followed the relevant guidance 

 
It was agreed that Steve Wilson would follow up questions that were raised. 
 
The Chairman thanked Steve Wilson for his presentation. 
 

9   Melksham Community Campus 

 Cllr Ian Blair-Pilling - Cabinet Member for Leisure, Libraries, Governance, 
Facilities Management and Operational Assets introduced the latest Melksham 
Campus update. 
 
Louise Cary - Head of Community Development, Rory Bowen - Head of Service, 
Economic Regeneration updated on the campus construction & Natasha 
Gumbrell - Business Manager, Community Campus & Hubs Build. 
 
Points made included: 
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 That Campus Construction commenced in March, led by Pellikaan 

Construction Ltd 
 

 That the steel frame was close to completion 
 

 That the Sports Hall roof decking had been installed 
 

 That the pool shell and associated pipework had been installed 
 

 The Lift shafts were now installed 
 

 That works to refurbish the Northern Boundary had concluded 
 

 That construction was due to conclude in the Summer of 2022  
 
 
Melksham House 
 
Points made included: 
 

 That a design team had now been appointed  
 

 Designs were currently being finalised for the refurbishment of the house 
 

 A planning application was due to be made in early July 2021 
 

 Multiple surveys were being undertaken to support this application  
 

 The application would seek permission to convert the house into flexible 
work space 

 
 The rear hall would be retained to provide multi-purpose 

activity/community space 
 

 All newer extensions to the house would be removed 
 
 
Melksham House Planning 
 
Points made included: 

 There would be a public open day on the 6
 
July 2021in the Melksham 

Library. 
 

 Designs would be on display, with the project team on-hand to answer 
any questions. 

 
 There would be an opportunity for the community to leave feedback, and 

for those that could not attend in person, the plans would be added to the 
Melksham Campus webpage and social media accounts 
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Levelling up fund  
 
Points made included: 
 

 Funds had been earmarked for the Melksham House project 
 

 An application had been submitted to the Government’s Levelling Up 
Fund towards the re-purposing of the building 
 

 If the bid was successful, this would also release funds for exploration of 
future regeneration opportunities in Melksham town centre, including at 
the current Blue Pool and Library sites  

 
 The Levelling Up bid would also seek funding for an active travel 

initiative, provision of a range of sustainable transport measures which 
would deliver a range of enhancements, improve accessibility, 
connectivity and legibility to Melksham House and the town centre and an 
indicative proposal had been presented with the bid and this would be 
refined through the Town Council-led Priority for People Programme  

 
It was agreed that the Melksham Area Board members should be involved in 
discussions around the Levelling Up bud and that a briefing with Area Board 
members and Town Council members would be arranged. 
 
The Chairman thanked everybody for their updates. 
 

10   Public Consultation by Melksham Without Parish Council on a potential Public 
Works Loan for a new village hall at Berryfield 

 Cllr Richard Wood advised that Melksham Without Parish Council were to 
undertake a Public Consultation on a potential Public Works Loan for a new 
village hall at Berryfield. 
 
Points made included: 
 

 That it was hoped to build the village hall before the contractors finished 
on the site 

 

 That Melksham Without Parish Council were looking to appoint a 
contractor for this work 

 

 That Melksham Without Parish Council would not have enough funds to 
start work in September 2021, hence the need to potentially take out a 
Public Works Loan 
 

The Chairman thanked Cllr Richard Wood for his update. 
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11   Appointments of lead members to outside bodies and working groups 

 The Melksham Area Board agreed the following appointments to outside bodies 
and working groups for 2021/22: 
 

 Community Area Transport Group (CAT-G) – Cllr Jonathon Seed, 
Chairman  
 

 Melksham Health and Wellbeing Group – Cllr Nick Holder, Chairman 
 

 Melksham Neighbourhood Plan – Cllr Mike Sankey 
 

 CCTV Working Group – Cllr Mike Sankey 
 

 Older Peoples Champion – agreed to discuss at next Older Persons 
meeting 
 

Note: that the Local Youth Network would discuss leadership of the LYN group 
and update at a future Area Board meeting  

 
Member lead areas:  

 

 Cllr Phil Alford – Environment 
 

 Cllr Jon Hubbard – Children and Young people 
 

 Cllr Mike Sankey – Safety 
 

 Cllr Jonathon Seed – Economy and Transport 
 

 Cllr Nick Holder – Older People; Health and Wellbeing 
 

 Cllr Jack Oatley – Culture; Children and Young People  
 

12   Delegation to Community Engagement Manager 

 The Melksham Area Board were asked to agree policy on CEM Delegated 
Authority to award funding in between meetings. 
 

Wiltshire Area Boards had previously delegated authority to officers to grant 
funding from their delegated community, youth, health and wellbeing budgets in 
respect of urgent matters that may arise between meetings of the Area Board. It 
was proposed this delegation was updated for the new council term and 
extended to cover Community Area Transport Group recommendations.  

 

In light of the Covid-19 pandemic, and due to Area Board engagements 
increasingly taking place outside of formal meetings, it was recognized that Area 
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Boards now conduct their businesses with increased flexibility and according to 
community need. The proposed delegation would allow essential decision-
making business to continue under such circumstances. 

 
Under the proposed delegation, consultation would take place with the 
Chairman of the Area Board (or in their absence, the Vice-Chairman) by the 
Community Engagement Manager to determine urgent matters. It was 
recognized in urgent situations all members may not be contactable in the 
timescales required (for instance due to time off or sickness), however, where 
possible the views of all members should be sought. 
 
Decision 
 

 That delegated budget figure was reduced to £1,500 
 

 That the Community Engagement Manager would follow 
consultation with Area Board members and gain their consent 
before agreeing any spend 

 

13   Area Board Model and Dates of Future Meetings 

 The Melksham Area Board noted the Area Board model and dates of future 
meetings: 
 

 Area Board: Wednesdays 22 September 2021, 8 December 2021, 9 
March 2022 

 

 Community Area Transport Group: Thursdays 9 September 2021,  
           25 November 2021, 24 February 2022 
 

 Health and Wellbeing Group: quarterly, dates TBC 
 

 Special meeting on Older People – Autumn 2021 
 

 Special meeting on Young People - Spring 2022 
 

14   Budget Allocations 2021/22: Melksham Area Board 

 Peter Dunford outlined the Melksham budget allocations for 2021/22. 
 
Community Grants: £44,617 capital  
Community Area Transport Group: £12,169 capital  
Health and Wellbeing: £7,700 revenue  
Youth Grants: £18,349 revenue   
 
Total £82,835 
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Carry-forward from 2020/21:  
Public Open Spaces budget: £11,791 capital  
Young Carers Initiative: £2,750 revenue 
 
The Area Board noted the budget allocations for 2021/22. 
 

15   Applications for Grant Funding 

 Community Area Grants 
 
Melksham Station Hub awarded £5,000 towards a canopy in the piazza 
area  
 
Shaw and Whitley Community Hub awarded £5,000 towards the set up of a 
community shop  
 
 
Councillor Led Initiative 
 
Cllr Alford awarded £5,000 from the Green space funding pot towards 
resurfacing the Millennium Riverside Walk – Noted: to be confirmed the 
continued use of the path with the land owner, and that contractors would 
be able to access the land to carry out any future work 

 
Cllr Hubbard awarded £495 towards a defibrillator to be sited at the cricket 
pavilion at King George V Playing Fields  
 

16   Melksham Community Area Transport Group (CATG) 

 Cllr Jon Hubbard outlined recommendations from the CATG meeting held on 
Thursday 10 June 2021: 
 
Melksham Lowbourne Rd and Church Lane – request for bus shelters and 
benches - Highways to chase up provision of benches   
 
Issue 9-19-13 – Melksham Old Broughton Road – request for drop kerbs at 
junction with The City - Final cost to be split 50/50 between CATG and Town 
Council and to recommend to the Area Board that this issue be closed 
 
 
6055 – Broughton Gifford - Gateways and Traffic Management measures - A 
road closure will be required during construction. Highways will commence with 
programming the work. To recommend to the Area Board the allocation of a 
further £2,000 to complete this project   
  
A365 Shaw Bath Road Footway improvements – funded by Section 106 monies 
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from George Ward Gardens development - Highways to arrange construction 
 
 
Issue 9-19-9 – Bowerhill Falcon Way – Request for Bus Shelter near Kingfisher 
Drive for southbound travel - Parish Council to seek clearance from Land Owner 
 
 
Melksham Dunch Lane – funded by Section 106 monies from George Ward 
Gardens development - Town Council to undertake consultation 
 
Issue 9-21-4 – Steeple Ashton - Request for 2 x ground sockets and support 
post to enable SID deployment - To recommend to the Area Board that this 
issue is added to the Priority List and to allocate £500   
 
Issue 9-21-5 – Littlemarsh old section of A350 – Speeding, littering and anti-
social behaviour - Highways to arrange site meeting  
 
Decision 
 

 That the Melksham Area Board agrees the CATG meeting notes 
dated 10 June 2021 and the agrees all recommendations 
 

The Chairman thanked Cllr Hubbard for his update. 
 

17   Public questions 

 There were no public questions. 
 

18   Close 
 



Melksham Health and 
Wellbeing Group

Chaired by Cllr Nick Holder
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Care Home Volunteers

Sue Denmark

Volunteer Coordinator -
West Wiltshire
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stroke.org.uk

Stroke Overview
Mary Cullen

Melksham Health and Wellbeing Group    02/08/21
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£
£26 billion

The cost of stroke to society is 
around £26 billion a year.

4th
Stroke is the 4th biggest killer 
in the UK. 4th in England and 
Wales, and the third biggest 

killer in Scotland and NI.

Two thirds
Almost two thirds of stroke 

survivors leave hospital with 
a disability.
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• Permanent  damage to part of the brain.

• Caused by an interruption in its blood supply.

• ‘Blockage’ or ‘burst’ in the arteries which supply blood.

• Usually happens quickly and strikes suddenly - brain attack.

What is a stroke?
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Ischaemic stroke
(a blockage)

Haemorrhagic stroke
(a bleed)

Types of stroke

85% 15%P
age 18



Lifestyle

High blood pressure

Risk 
factors

Atrial fibrillation

Diabetes

Previous stroke/TIA

Age

Family 
history/ethnicity
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Other symptoms:
• Sudden weakness or 

numbness  on one side of 
the body

• Sudden confusion

• Sudden dizziness or 
unsteadiness

• Sudden visual problem
• Severe headache

F A S T

Time to call 
999Arms Speech 

problemsFace
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Stroke can be devastating

Frontal lobe
Behaviour, 
motivation & 
movement

Brain stem
Essential life 
functions

Temporal lobe
Memory, hearing 
& understanding 
language

Cerebellum
Balance & 
Coordination 

Parietal lobe
Sensation & 
perception

Occipital lobe
Understanding 
what you see

• Stroke is the leading cause of adult disability in 
the UK.

• The effects of a stroke depend on where it takes 
place in the brain and how big the damaged area is.

• Stroke causes a greater 
range of disability than 
any other condition.
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PHYSICAL

SENSORY EMOTIONAL & BEHAVIOURAL

COGNITIVE
•Weakness/paralysis
•Incontinence
•Shoulder problems
•Drop foot
•Swallowing problems
•Speech problems 
•Fatigue
•Sleep problems 

•Visual problems
•Taste and smell changes
•Proprioceptive difficulties
•Hearing problems
•Loss/reduced touch/temp 
sensation
•Paraesthesia - tingling, 
numbness, pins and needles etc

•Attention problems
•Memory problems
•Perception problems
•Aphasia 
•Problems planning/problem 
solving
•Motor planning
•Confusion

•Anger
•Anxiety 
•Depression
•Emotional lability
•Apathy
•Confidence problems
•Impulsive, aggressive or 
sexually inappropriate behaviour
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Communication problems may 
include difficulty with…

Speaking

Writing Understanding

Reading

Using
numbersConcentrating
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Visual field loss: Hemianopia
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Drop foot

• Toes on the affected side catch the 
ground when stepping forward

• Makes walking difficult and 
increases the risk of a trip/fall
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Shoulder problems

• Affects up to one quarter of stroke survivors

• Frozen shoulder – weakness, stiffness and gravity put 
strain on the shoulder ligaments, causing them to become 
inflamed or damaged 

• Shoulder subluxation – partial dislocation of the shoulder
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Swallowing

• What’s the medical term used to 
describe a swallowing problem?

Dysphagia

• How do we swallow?

GULP

Bolus

OesophagusTrachea (airway)

Epiglottis

Tongue

50%

1. Oral preparatory stage 
2. Oral stage
3. Pharyngeal stage
4. Oesophageal stage
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Neuroplasticity “I’m still slowly recovering 10 years 
later.”
Alan, stroke survivor

‘Neuroplasticity allows the cells 

in the brain to compensate for 

injury.

The brain's ability to reorganise

itself by forming new pathways 

throughout life.’
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We are the Stroke Association

Stroke Helpline
• 0303 3033 100

My Stroke Guide
• Online Resource 

Here For You
• Telephone Support
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We are the Stroke Association

Practical and emotional support
• Services, grants and groups

Research
• Prevention, treatment and 

rehabilitation 

Campaigning
• For better stroke 

care
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Wiltshire Stroke Recovery Service
• Commissioned to support  120 highest need stroke 

survivors in Wiltshire
• Works with ESD teams
• Personalised support planning includes all aspects-

emotional support and reassurance, information needs, 
financial, health and lifestyle changes, rehabilitiation, 
social, family and carer’s

• Links people into stroke clubs and groups
• Signposts to other sources of support e.g. Age UK, 

CAB, Mind, Carer’s Support
• Refers to Exercise After Stroke and other resources e.g. 

walking groups
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Engagement Officer Wiltshire Role

• Mapping and gapping support services
• Supporting stroke clubs and groups
• Asset mapping 
• Networking and building relationships
• Stimulating and supporting community action in support 

of stroke survivors e.g. stroke cafes, access to groups 
• Developing Community Access points
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Melksham discussion questions

• What level of support currently exists in our community area for 
stroke survivors? 

• How could we support stroke survivors more effectively and 
enable them to participate more in the life of the community?

• What opportunities are there to bring people together to take 
action on stroke, that is meaningful to them?

• How can we ensure that the voice and lived experience of 
stroke survivors is heard and responded to?
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Melksham and Bradford on Avon Primary Care Network

Amanda Brookes

Primary Care Network 
Manager
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Age Friendly Melksham update

Phillipa Huxtable

Age Friendly Co-ordinatorP
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An update from Age Friendly 
Melksham and the Melksham 
Community Support Project
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Melksham Community 
Support

• Meeting the continuing needs of those unable to get out

• Worked with 203 people within the last 3 months

• Review of the service – evaluation of users and volunteers

• Additional offer at times of crisis

• Volunteer update and recruitment to establish a more 
connected team
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• In the last 12 months we have 
supported 41 people with regular 
welfare ”Friendly Phone Calls”

• To date, we have records of over 
1500 calls having been made – worth 
noting that some volunteers have 
stopped reporting as they now just 
feel they are phoning a friend, not 
volunteering

Friendly Phone Calls
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• Helping people have video calls with 
family where they don’t have the 
equipment/knowledge to do so

• Currently paused as we can’t ask 
volunteers to enter people’s homes 
to set up calls

• Plan to get fully up and running as 
soon as users and volunteers feel safe 
to do so

Face2Face
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Age Friendly Action Plan
• Creating the action plan that is the core requirement for 

Melksham to be able to progress towards WHO Age Friendly 
Status

• Baseline Survey launched – 30th September

• Age Friendly Event – 22 October

• Older Peoples’ Forum

• Stakeholders Forum

• Area Board, Town and Parish Councils Forum
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Any QuestionsP
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Support for Young Carers

Cllr Nick Holder
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Appointment of Older Persons Champion for 
Melksham

• Talk to and seek the views of older people or carers in the local community on 
matters related to services provided by the Council or NHS and represent these 
views at the area board.

• Advocate for older people or carers and be a focal point for identifying what 

service improvements or developments are required.  

• Provide a focus for the exchange of views and information between older 

people or carers and the Council’s adult care and housing services.

• Work with the Area Board on service improvements and developments to 

meet the needs of people in the Melksham community area.
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Grant application - Melksham Talking Newspaper 
requesting £ 500 towards costs

Brian Heath

Chippenham and District 
Talking Newspapers
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Grant application – Celebrating Age Wiltshire 
requesting £ 1,500 for Yr 2 of the project

Rebecca Seymour

Creative Producer

Celebrating Age Wiltshire
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Year 1 activity

13 Individuals received a set of 10 weekly Creative Conversations on the phone 
during lockdowns, referred from Age Friendly Melksham, Community Connector 
and Local Area Co-Ordinator.

53 individuals had outdoor concerts on their doorsteps / front gardens and 
listened from the safety of their own homes.

1 individual received 3 Noticing Nature workshops in their garden.

12 On line concerts/ performances released from Wiltshire Music Centre’s 
Youtube channel and shared with all contacts to cascade.

Year 2 planned activity

Creative Conversations available for referrals for those remaining isolated / 
housebound.

On line concerts / performances released quarterly via Youtube.

Outdoor / indoor events programmed 10 months of the year:

17 Sept
Florence Nightingale pop up pedestal at Blenheim House (outdoor)
7 Oct
The Mary Lou Revue Song and Dance cabaret at Wharf Court (outdoor)
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Recommendations to Melksham Area Board 

Cllr Nick Holder
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